
Music PerforMance

Down on ‘Jazz Street’
Eastman students play to international audiences  
in Rochester’s ninth annual jazz festival.

The 162,000 jazz aficionados who filled 
“Jazz Street”—as the area near the Eastman 
School was known during this year’s Xerox 
Rochester International Jazz Festival—
could pick from a cast of big names, includ-
ing Jeff Beck, Herbie Hancock, and Gladys 
Knight. But fans could also hear many East-
man students among the 1,000 or so artists.

The lineup featured guitarists and Down-
beat award winners Graham Keir ’10E and 

Gabe Condon ’13E. Accompanying Keir 
was Trio Slaye—pianist Chris Ziemba ’08E, 
bassist Dave Baron ’10E, and drummer Kev-
in McDonald ’10E. Joining Condon were 
drummer Jeff Krol ’13E, bassist Matt Krol 
’13E, doctoral pianist Nick Weiser, saxo-
phonist Ted Taforo ’12E, and doctoral trum-
peter Mike Van Bebber.

Also playing well-received sets were 
members of The Po’ Boys Brass Band—
trombonists Erik Jacobs ’11E, Chris Van 
Hof ’08E (MM), Nick Finzer ’09E, Evan 
Dobbins ’94E (MM), and T. J. Ricer ’10E 
(DMA), drummer Chris Teal ’09E (MM), 
and guitarist Mike Frederick ’09E (MM). 

And Saxophonist Will Cleary ’10E (MM) 
took the stage with Van Bebber, Weiser, Mc-
Donald, and bassist Kyle Vock ’10E (MM).

At a concert featuring saxophonist Dave 
Glasser ’84E, ’86E (MM) with the Eastman 
Jazz Ensemble under the direction of East-
man professor Bill Dobbins, the jazz festi-
val and the Eastman School presented this 
year’s jazz scholarships to saxophonist Erik 
Stabnau of Brighton, N.Y., and guitarist Alex 
Patrick of Penfield, N.Y. 

In addition to their own performances, 
Eastman faculty led high schoolers in a jam 
session that featured guitarist Bob Sneider, 
pianist Paul Hofmann, bassist Jeff Camp-
bell, and drummer Rich Thompson.r

For more about the festival, visit 
 www.rochesterjazz.com.

uu CENTER STAGE: Trio Slaye, featuring 
pianist Chris Ziemba ’08E, bassist Dave 
Baron ’10E, and drummer Kevin McDonald 
’10E, performed during the jazz festival. 
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SpRIng CelebRatIonS

Commencement 2010
Photographs by Adam Fenster

PARTING ADVICE: “I really believe if you 
help others, give credit to others, and live 
with humility, you are a success,” Danny 
Wegman, the CEO of his family’s grocery 
store chain, told graduates of the School 
of Arts and Sciences and the Hajim School 
of Engineering in what he described as 
“counterintuitive” advice that has served him 
and his company well. Wegman, a University 
trustee, received the Eastman Medal during 
the College ceremony, one of several invited 
guests who helped congratulate members 
of the Class of 2010 during this spring’s 
commencement season. For more of the 
sights and sounds of commencement, visit 
www.rochester.edu/commencement/2010.

BIg DAy: Wegmans CEO Danny Wegman (above) addresses the graduates after receiving 
the Eastman Medal during the College ceremony; nursing students Danielle Ambeau ’10N, 
Aundrea Soong ’10N, and Anna Asiama ’10N (top) get ready for their ceremony.
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IT’S OffICIal: Melanie Green ’10M (MD) (above) gets a kiss from her 
grandmother, Joyce Green, after the MD ceremony; new graduates 
of the School of arts and Sciences and the Hajim School (left) 
launch into the wave after their degrees are conferred.

DEGREE DayS: New 
Eastman graduates 
lauren yu ’10E, 
Gregory Tompkins 
’10E, and Stephania 
Romaniuk ’10E 
(above) celebrate 
with Molly Werts 
’11E; Hajim School 
Dean Rob Clark 
presents Ed Hajim 
’58, board chairman 
(left), with a Hajim 
School degree. The 
school was formally 
dedicated in Hajim’s 
honor last fall.
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Student ReSeaRch

Graffiti Gardener
URBAN ART: Dan Brooks ’10 was so intrigued by the “graffiti 
gardens” of Prague during a semester abroad in the Czech 
Republic that when he returned to the University he embarked on 
an ethnographic study of graffiti in Rochester. The anthropology 
and philosophy major from Tabernacle, N.J., used funds from an 
Anthropology Undergraduate Research Grant to explore the history 
and culture of Rochester graffiti, focusing on FUA, the city’s most 
established graffiti crew. “You could stare at it for hours,” Brooks 
says of the group’s work. “At least I could.”
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What is the sound of a language that’s no longer spoken? Rochester 
linguist Joyce McDonough doesn’t want to wait to find out.

Thanks to a two-year grant from the National Science Founda-
tion, she and her research team are developing an online speech 
atlas of endangered native languages of the Mackenzie River Ba-
sin, a vast and sparsely populated region of northwestern Canada. 
The goal is to help preserve linguist diversity and help native 
communities hold onto their languages.

“Language for a community is like a second skin,” says 
McDonough, an associate professor of linguistics and brain and 
cognitive sciences. “It’s who they are. It’s their source of identity. 
And it carries all of their cultural knowledge. This is especially 
true in minority cultures or oral cultures, where there is no body 
of knowledge that exists outside the speakers of the language.  
So when the language disappears, that knowledge disappears.”

The atlas will focus on the sound systems of the Mackenzie 
Basin’s Athabaskan—or as speakers prefer, Dene—languages. 
Spoken from Alaska to the Rio Grande, the systems constitute 
the largest and most geographically widespread language family 

of native North America. Envisioned as an online site for shar-
ing information, research, and educational resources between 
the Canadian Indigenous Language and Literacy Development 
Institute and the indigenous communities, the site will provide 
geotagged links to individual Dene-speaking communities. It will 
also provide examples and descriptions from each community, 
demonstrating sounds spoken by native speakers.

“Heritage languages are under considerable socioeconomic 
pressure from the English and French speaking overculture” in 
northwestern Canada, McDonough says. “Fewer and fewer native 
North Americans are becoming fluent in their heritage tongues, 
and those who are fluent or want to learn their languages face 
increasingly reduced opportunities to speak and learn in their 
tongue, a situation that undermines the stability of these com-
munities and their cultural knowledge.”

“This Web site,” she says, “can be critical, too, to those inter-
ested in preserving linguistic diversity and for helping communi-
ties hold on to their native languages before they vanish.”

—Susan Hagen

Linguistics

Project Maps Native Languages—Before They Disappear

DOT-TO-DOT: The Rochester team is 
using geotagging technology to map the 
locations of communities that include 
speakers of native Dene languages in 
northwestern Canada. Represented by 
yellow dots, the communities participat-
ing in the research project will provide 
examples of sounds used in their lan-
guages for an online speech atlas.
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Steve Boerner (LAnguAge AtLAS); AdAm FenSter (BAJA CAr)

engIneeRIng

Driven to Succeed
roAd WorK: dustin Canzonieri ’11, a mechanical engineering major from Plainview, n.Y., 
and other members of the university’s Society for Automotive engineers demonstrated 
their engineering—and driving—skills with strong finishes this spring during the national 
society’s Baja car season. the Hajim School team placed 36th out of 89 teams at the Baja 
Carolina competition, hosted by Clemson university, and the team was 23rd out of 70 at the 
rochester World Challenge, hosted by rIt. Cars in the competition are judged on design, 
cost, acceleration, and other factors.

CItatIons

Research Notes
Multiple Brain regions are Wired for language

there’s no single advanced area of the human brain that gives it language capabilities 
above and beyond those of other animal species. that’s according to a rochester study of 
American Sign Language led by elissa newport, the george eastman Professor and chair of 
brain and cognitive sciences; ted Supalla, an associate professor of brain and cognitive sci-
ences, linguistics, and ASL; and daphne Bavelier, a professor of brain and cognitive sciences 
and radiology. In a report published in the journal Proceedings of the national Academies 
of Science, the team found that humans rely on several regions of the brain in order to 
make sense of sentences, depending on the type of grammar used.

popular autisM diet doesn’t deMonstrate Behavioral iMproveMent

A popular belief that specific dietary changes can improve the symptoms of children with 
autism wasn’t supported by a tightly controlled rochester study, which found that eliminat-
ing gluten and casein from the diets of children with autism had no impact on behavior, 
sleep, or bowel patterns. the study—led by Susan Hyman, an associate professor of pedi-
atrics, and presented at the International meeting for Autism research in may—is the most 
controlled diet research in autism to date.

rochester teaM advances understanding of deadly Malaria

rochester scientists are making strides against cerebral malaria, a fatal form of the disease 
that can ravage children’s brains and is often difficult to treat. new research points to 
platelets as a source of inflammation, leading to obstruction of blood vessels and caus-
ing damage similar to a stroke. Led by Craig morrell, an assistant professor in the Aab 
Cardiovascular research Institute, and published in the online journal PLoS one, the re-
search suggests an effective treatment for the disease may involve targeting platelets.
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AnAlysIs

In Deep Water

As the Fallout from the BP oil spill 
splashed into the halls of Congress early 
this summer, we asked a few faculty experts 
for their analyses.

Mark Zupan
Dean of the Simon School and 
a professor of economics and public policy
In the short run, there’ll be very little im-
pact on gas prices because there wasn’t the 
expectation that this oil would be hitting 
the market for a while.

The risks of something like this spill hap-
pening grow over time as oil becomes hard-
er to find. When you push the envelope, you 
get greater risks. It also looks, though, like 
this incident involved basic complacency 
and not taking the rules seriously enough.

There are opportunities to learn from 
what has happened—we learn by doing. 
We may conclude that there are costs we 
need to factor into oil production—for ex-
ample, there was no second rig on hand in 
this case, and that might have made a differ-
ence—things we need to pay for as backup 
insurance.

The spill is likely to change how we ap-
proach our liability laws and our regulato-
ry policies. If companies aren’t fully liable 
for their costs, they end up running greater 
risks. When regulatory rules say you’re only 
liable up to $75 million—the current liabil-
ity cap for the oil spill—people act on that.

If energy prices move to $150 a barrel, 
the issues become much more real for peo-
ple, because we’re going to have to figure 
in the environmental component into the 
cost of procuring this oil. And as an econo-
mist, I say the best way of getting people to 
become aware of that cost is market forces. 
We—not just Americans, but people around 

the world—have to make choices about 
where we live, what we drive, and how far 
we’re going to commute. 

Living day to day in contact with stu-
dents and alumni, I’m very optimistic. I 
see ideas and passions percolate about how 
to solve these problems, and that gives me 
great hope.

George Cook
Executive Professor 
of Business Administration
Firms facing a crisis like BP’s must take a 
proactive posture right from the beginning. 
A delayed, reactive approach doesn’t work 
today. All major companies should have a 
contingency plan on the shelf, ready to de-
ploy the minute a disaster happens.

It’s a given that BP will be facing a mul-
titude of problems as a result of the Gulf oil 
spill, which President Obama has called “an 
unprecedented environmental disaster.” 
Undoubtedly it will hurt future drilling—
new leases are granted by the government—
and that could impact future gasoline 
supply for the U.S. The overall environmen-
tal damage is huge, affecting wildlife, game 

uu analySIS: “We need to assess carefully 
what went wrong . . . to prevent this kind of 
failure again,” says engineer Ben Ebenhack 
of this spring’s explosion at a BP oil well.

What does the bP oil spill mean for consumers  
and for the nation’s energy policy? 
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CommunIty ConneCtIons

‘Knowledge Base’
Report highlights the University as an example  
of ‘knowledge-based’ economic shift.

By Kathleen McGarvey

The University is the sixth-largest 
private employer in New York state and 
“the leader in the transition of Rochester’s 
economy,” according to a new report from 
the Center for Governmental Research, a 
nonprofit public policy agency based in up-
state New York. 

Employment growth has placed the Uni-
versity—which has been the top employ-
er in the region for several years—among 
the largest private employers in New York, 
behind only the Presbyterian Healthcare 
System in New York City and national cor-
porate giants Walmart, Citigroup, IBM, and 
JP Morgan Chase.

“One of the central goals of this institu-
tion is to provide a foundation—through ed-
ucation, culture, science, and medicine—for 
future economic growth in Rochester and 
beyond,” says President Joel Seligman.

The University is responsible for approx-
imately 8.8 percent of the local labor force, 
providing some 47,000 jobs and $2.3 billion 
in wages in the region, the report notes.

Such economic impact puts Rochester in 
the company of other private research uni-
versities: the University of Southern Cali-
fornia is the top private employer in the 
city of Los Angeles, as is the University of 
Pennsylvania in the city of Philadelphia 
and Johns Hopkins University in the state 
of Maryland.

“Over the past several decades, our state 
has evolved increasingly to a knowledge-
based economy in which by 2009 five of the 
largest 10 employers in New York either are 
universities, health centers, or both,” Selig-
man said in his Garden Party speech in May.

“A key to the University’s growth has 
been our focus on innovation,” he noted. 
“During the past eight years, we have been 
ranked as one of the top 10 universities in 
the country in terms of patent royalties—an 
extraordinary tribute to the talents of our 
faculty.”

The center’s new report calculated the 
economic impact of the University using 
two methods. A more conservative formu-
la, called the traded sector, assumed that 

certain functions of the University—pri-
marily those related to health care—would 
continue to be performed in the communi-
ty even if the University did not exist. The 
second formula—called the local and traded 
sector combined—calculated the impact of 
all University activities.

“Education and health care have become 
key drivers of local and regional econom-
ic growth throughout the United States,” 
according to the report. “The increasing 
sophistication of medical science, rising af-
fluence, and the aging of the population all 
contribute to the growing importance of 
the health sector.”

“We wanted to put the University’s role 
as a major employer in context, which is 
what led us to construct a list of the top 
private employers in the state,” says Scott 
Sitting, a project manager at the center and 
coauthor of the Rochester study.

“Health care and higher education is 
the largest sector represented on the list 
with nearly twice the employment as re-
tail, which came in number two,” says Kent 
Gardner, the president of the center and a 
coauthor of the study.

According to a report commissioned by 
the Associated Medical Schools of New 
York, academic medical centers nationwide 
contributed more than $500 billion to the  
U.S. economy in 2008—approximately 3.6 
percent of the country’s total economy.

And New York state plays a critical role 
in that economic impact: Its academic med-
ical institutions are responsible for almost 
14 percent of the economic impact of all 
American academic medical centers, ac-
cording to the association.

The new Rochester report also noted that 
the University has several major expansion 
projects under way, including the Clini-
cal and Translational Science Building, a 
project to increase the number of beds at 
Strong Memorial Hospital, the renovation 
and expansion of the Eastman School, plans 
for a Warner School building, and the de-
velopment of a college town on University-
owned land on Mt. Hope Avenue.

For more about the study, visit the cen-
ter’s Web site at www.cgr.org.r

birds, and the fishing industry, which is a 
major industry for the area—thus eventu-
ally driving up prices for fish products for 
the average consumer. The tourist industry, 
which is very big, is getting vacation can-
cellations—allegedly in reasonably large 
numbers—which reflects another econom-
ic hit for the area. That’s worth about $100 
billion per year, according to CNN Money. 
The fishing industry is seemingly “wiped 
out” in certain areas for some uncertain 
period of time. Fishermen are probably the 
most directly affected by the spill since re-
ports say the government has closed down 
over 20 percent of the federal waters for 
fishing activity.

Ben Ebenhack
Senior Lecturer in Chemical Engineering
In terms of the significance of this oil re-
serve, it’s clearly a promising discovery. A 
good initial flow rate doesn’t necessarily 
indicate good reserves, but the fact that 
the well has been flowing at a very high 
rate that isn’t noticeably diminishing sug-
gests that it’s an excellent reservoir. To offer 
some perspective, even with the very high 
flow from this well, it has probably pro-
duced a total of less than a million barrels 
of oil—which equates to one hour of U.S. 
petroleum consumption.

The depth of this well guarantees very 
high pressures. At its depth—some 18,000 
feet below sea level—the pressure would 
be expected to be at least 9,000 pounds per 
square inch—and it can be much higher 
than that. The formation fluid pressures 
are normally contained by the weight of the 
drilling fluid—what drillers call “mud”—in 
the hole. However, when gas enters the 
well-bore, it can push some mud out of the 
hole, decreasing the mud pressure, allow-
ing more gas to flow into the well-bore. 
This is a self-aggravating problem. It’s con-
trolled by the blow-out preventers, which 
would normally stop it before it escapes. 
They failed in this case. We need to assess 
carefully what went wrong in order to add 
more levels of redundancy to prevent this 
kind of failure again.

Unfortunately, this spill is not likely to 
aid the transition toward more sustain-
able energy, because it isn’t pushing prices 
up and the alternatives still can’t compete 
effectively against cheap oil. I would hope 
that it convinces Americans that we need to 
reduce the demand for petroleum, through 
conservation.r

—Kathleen McGarvey
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ChIld development

‘Refreshing News for Mothers’
While stress hormones may 
impair babies’ cognitive 
development, loving care 
may counter the impact.
By Becky Jones

It’s not news to mothers that pregnan-
cy can be stressful—and recent studies sug-
gesting that maternal stress can be bad for 
a baby’s cognitive development have given 
moms-to-be yet one more thing to worry 
about.

But there’s reassurance for parents in 
a  new study led by Thomas O’Connor, 
a  professor of psychiatry and psychol-
ogy. The research, published in the jour-
nal Biological Psychiatry, suggests that the 
negative link between stress and impaired 
cognition disappears almost entirely if the 
mother or another caregiver forges a secure 
connection with the baby.

“This is such refreshing news for moth-
ers,” O’Connor says. “There’s already so 
much for mothers to be careful of and con-
cerned about. It’s helpful to learn that sen-
sitive care goes some way toward buffering 
children from the adverse effects of early 
stress exposure, even in utero.”

The study—conducted by O’Connor and 
his colleagues at the Medical Center and 
at Imperial College in London—represents 
the first direct human evidence that ele-
vated levels of the stress hormone cortisol 
may be a factor in children’s later cognitive 
development.

“Our results shape the argument that fe-
tal exposure to cortisol—which may in part 
be controlled by the mother’s stress level—
and early caregiving experience combine 
to influence a child’s neurodevelopment,” 
O’Connor says. “If future studies confirm 
these findings, we’ll need to not only engi-
neer ways to reduce stress in pregnancy, but 
we’ll also need to promote sensitive care-
giving by moms and dads.”

For the study, O’Connor and study co-
author Vivette Glover of Imperial College 
followed 125 women at an amniocentesis 
clinic in an urban maternity hospital, mea-
suring the stress hormones in the moth-
ers’ amniotic fluid. The mothers were at 17 
weeks gestation on average; only mothers 

with normal, healthy pregnancies and sub-
sequent deliveries were followed.

When the children were about 17 months 
old, researchers administered a test—called 
a Bayley Scales of  Infant Development—
that uses puzzles, pretend play, and mem-
ory challenges to gauge the youngsters’ 
cognitive development. They also evaluated 
the security of the attachment between the 
mothers and their babies. Secure attach-
ment, O’Connor says, results when a care-
giver reliably and predictably soothes the 
baby’s stress. Such reliable comforting 

allows the child to see the caregiver as “a 
secure base for exploration.”

With cortisol levels, relationship-quality 
results, and cognition scores in hand, re-
searchers analyzed how the first two 
measures might influence the third. For 
children showing signs of an insecure at-
tachment to their mothers, a high prenatal 
cortisol level was linked with shorter atten-
tion spans and weaker language and prob-
lem-solving skills. 

But for babies who showed signs of se-
cure attachment, there was no link between 
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Celebrating Books
You can’t judge a book by its cover, but it can be a nice way to get acquainted. As part of an 
effort to showcase scholarly research, performance, and creativity, University authors and 
artists were honored this spring at the third annual Celebration of the Book. Featured were 
more than 60 publications released this year. Here’s a taste of just a few. To see the full list, 
visit www.rochester.edu/pr/Review.

Michael Jarvis, associate Professor of history
In the Eye of All Trade: Bermuda, Bermudians, and the Maritime Atlantic World, 1680-1783 
(University of North Carolina Press)
“If we discard Europeans’ predilection for placing north at the top of maps and approach 
British America from a mariner’s point of view, a more authentic geography encompassing 
the full scope of British America emerges. Jamaica and the quasi settlements of Belize and 
the Mosquito Coast in the Caribbean and Hudson Bay excepted, nearly all of British America 
was arrayed along a continuous curving arc of islands and coastline stretching from 
Newfoundland to Tobago. Bermuda lay at the center of this vast British American crescent, 
roughly equidistant from all points on its rim.”

Peter Milonni, Professor of Physics  
JosePh eberly, the andrew carnegie Professor of Physics

Laser Physics (John Wiley & Sons)
“The word laser is an acronym for the most significant feature of laser action: light amplifi-
cation by stimulated emission of radiation. There are many different kinds of laser, but they 
all share a crucial element: Each contains material capable of amplifying radiation.”

barry goldstein ’81M (Md), ’82M (Phd),  
associate Professor of biocheMistry and bioPhysics

Gray Land: Soldiers on War (W. W. Norton & Company)
“I have no political agenda: no one indicts war more powerfully than an experienced 
soldier, and no one enumerates more eloquently the reasons for serving. Collectively, their 
stories convey the many, often conflicting, emotions that any soldier deals with in a war 
zone and returning home.”
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elevated prenatal cortisol levels and cogni-
tive development.

O’Connor notes that there are a couple 
of important nuances of the study. For ex-
ample, the source of the in-utero cortisol is 
hard to pinpoint. It might be passed along 
the placenta from an anxious mother to her 
unborn baby—or it could be created and ex-
creted directly by a stressed fetus.

“While many large-scale studies have ob-
served that prenatal stress may influence 
child development, our particular study 
sheds some light on ‘how,’ ” O’Connor says. 
“Still, much more research is needed to bet-
ter pinpoint the exact mechanisms behind 
a mother ‘transferring’ her stress to her un-
born baby.”

This study plays into the much larger 
theory of fetal programming, which sug-
gests that exposure in the womb may prime 
the developing child for long-term health 
and developmental outcomes. Past stud-
ies have found a  pregnant mother’s diet 
can sway a child’s long-term risk for heart 
disease, diabetes, and obesity. Along with 
diet, prenatal stress has emerged as a fac-
tor looming large in such programming.

“Our results support this emerging theo-
ry,” says coauthor Glover. “In neurology, the 
idea emerging is that unborn children sense 
their mothers’ stress hormone levels, pro-
gramming them for greater watchfulness. 
We’re trying to determine whether or not 
that sensitivity comes with greater anxiety 
during childhood, and if so, what we can do 
about it.”

The team will revisit the children in the 
study when they turn six. At that point, re-
searchers hope to give the group a battery 
of tests to see how the interplay between in-
utero cortisol levels and sensitive parent-
ing pans out in the long term. Those tests 
would include imaging studies of the chil-
dren’s brains, looking to see if the higher 
cortisol levels may be linked to anatomical 
changes.

The findings are of broad public health 
significance, O’Connor says. “Stress in preg-
nancy is really something we need to attend 
to seriously.

“This is a  helpful lesson for neurosci-
ence and neuroscientists. We don’t want to 
leave behind a focus on family relationships 
while we investigate what happens under 
the skin and between cells.”r

Becky Jones is a writer for Medical Center 
Public Relations and Communications. Ad-
ditional reporting by Kathleen McGarvey.
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Two Join Board of Trustees
Rochester entrepreneur, 
business consultant 
selected for board.
By Sharon Dickman

Laurence Kessler, a Rochester entre-
preneur and owner of restaurant develop-
ment companies, and Kathleen McMorran 
Murray ’74, the owner and founder of a 
consulting firm that specializes in business 
improvement initiatives, have been elected 
to the University’s Board of Trustees.

Ed Hajim ’58, chairman of the board, 
says the two will bring valuable perspec-
tives as trustees. “They bring their consid-
erable personal and professional strengths 
to an already outstanding board that is fully 
committed to taking the University to the 
next level.”

The founder and co-owner of The Kes-
sler Group Inc. & Kessler Family LLC, Kes-
sler and his brother, Dennis, who is the 
Edward J. and Agnes V. Ackley Executive 
Professor of Business Administration at the 
Simon School, are longtime supporters of 
the University. 

They have established the Kessler Family 

Burn/Trauma ICU at the Medical Center. 
Kessler earned his bachelor’s degree at 
Adelphi University.

Murray founded McMorran Strategists 
LLC in 2008 after holding leadership posi-
tions at PricewaterhouseCoopers as man-
aging director of operations, Aetna Inc. 
as senior vice president of Aetna Retire-
ment Services, and chief operating officer 

of Aetna Business Resources, among oth-
er roles. She has established the Kathleen 
McMorran Murray Endowed Scholarship 
Fund to support students. In addition to her 
degree from the University, Murray gradu-
ated from the Advanced Management Pro-
gram at the Harvard Business School.r

Sharon Dickman is University spokesperson.

BoarD MeMBerS: Murray (left) and Kessler have been elected to five-year terms.
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Vivian Lewis Leads Diversity efforts
For Vivian Lewis, creating change is about 
getting everyone involved.

As the new deputy to the president and 
vice provost for faculty development and 
diversity, Lewis will assist deans and depart-
ment chairs in identifying, recruiting, and 
retaining faculty to increase diversity within 
the University’s schools and departments.

She’ll also oversee initiatives designed to 
enhance diversity at the University, such as 
faculty mentoring programs. In the spring, 
Lewis organized the first University-wide 
diversity conference.

A professor of obstetrics and gynecol-
ogy and, until her new appointment, the 
associate dean for faculty development 
for women and diversity at the School of 
Medicine and Dentistry, Lewis took the job 
on an interim basis last October, succeeding 
Lynne Davidson.

What’s the greatest challenge  
in diversifying the faculty?
It’s getting the whole University engaged 
in the work of creating a more diverse and 
inclusive community. Our senior leadership 
has committed to the goal of a more diverse 
campus, but that is really just the beginning.

What’s the best way to address that?
We need more champions for diversity 
throughout the University who are willing to 
contribute their creativity, ideas, and sus-
tained commitment to changing the culture.

Why did you decide to take  
on this position?
It affords me the opportunity to be part 
of a transformative change for the entire 
University. What could be more exciting?

—Kathleen McGarvey
LeWIS: The former medical school associate 
dean oversees University diversity efforts. 

COURteSy OF the SUbJeCtS (MURRAy AnD KeSSLeR); ADAM FenSteR (LeWIS)
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New Men’s Basketball 
Coach Introduced
meet tHe COACH: Luke Flockerzi, a 
one-time rochester assistant basketball 
coach, will lead the men’s basketball team 
when the Yellowjackets open the season 
in november. the former head coach at 
skidmore College was introduced this 
spring as the successor to mike neer ’88W 
(ms), who retired after leading the men’s 
basketball program for 34 years. Flockerzi 
(pronounced flah-CUrt-see) is no stranger 
to rochester’s program, having served as 
an assistant to neer in the 2006–07 season. 
In 2007, he moved to skidmore and by his 
third season, he led the thoroughbreds 
to a record-tying season for conference 
wins and overall victories. His teams also 
were recognized for their classroom work, 
leading the Liberty League in All-Academic 
team selections in 2009–10.

Spring SportS

Baseball Repeats as UAA Champion
Finishing the season with a 29–14 over-
all record, the Yellowjackets baseball team 
claimed its second straight University Ath-
letic Association title and won the Liberty 
League regular season crown.

Rochester was led by senior shortstop 
and second team Academic All-American 
Nate Stein ’10, who hit a team-best .413 
and led the Yellowjackets in RBIs (52), to-
tal bases (96), slugging percentage (.600), 
and on-base percentage (.495). Starting all 
41 games, the financial economics major 
from Rochester also was named MVP for 
the season by both the UAA and the Lib-
erty League.

Softball: Rochester was third in the Lib-
erty League, went 4–4 at the UAA cham-
pionships, and posted an overall record of 
22–19 behind outfielder Kim Grimes ’12. 
The psychology major from Oak Park, Ill., 
led the team in batting average (.348) dou-
bles (10), home runs (10), RBIs (34), total 
bases (82), and slugging percentage (.713).

Golf: The Yellowjackets were paced by 
Ryan Williams ’11, who took third individ-
ually at the UAA championships, where the 
squad finished third overall. Also at UAAs 
Michael Chudacoff ’12 came in eighth in-
dividually. The team finished third at both 

the Kravetz Invitational and the MacDaniel 
Invitational.

Lacrosse: Midfielder Amanda Case ’10 
finished the 2010 season with a handful of 
honors, including second-team all–Liberty 
League accolades after leading Rochester in 
scoring and ground balls. Case also earned 
all-Liberty League honors in field hockey 
in the fall and received the Merle Spurrier 
Award for her outstanding contributions to 
Rochester women’s sports.

Rowing: The Yellowjackets finished 
their first varsity year with an excellent 
showing at the prestigious Dad Vail Cham-
pionships. On the way, the team won the 
University Rowing Association crown 
in both the Varsity 8 and Novice 8 races. 
Rochester also made its mark in the polls, 
ascending to third in the NCAA Division III 
East Region.

Men’s Track & Field: Rochester’s dis-
tance corps ran away with the spring sea-
son: Brian Lang ’11 placed third in the 
3,000-meter steeplechase at the NCAA 
championships, picking up all-America 
honors. Lang also won the ECAC steeple-
chase with a conference record of 9:05.24.

Women’s Track & Field: Hammer 
thrower Yaneve Fonge ’11 earned a trip 

to the NCAA championships, where she 
placed 15th, after a season in which she 
also was second in the hammer at both 
the ECAC and state meets. As a team, the 
Yellowjackets placed third at the state 
championships and 14th at ECACs. Hur-
dler Jacqueline Cinella ’11 was named 
Track Athlete of the Meet at the New 
York State Collegiate Track Conference 
championships.

Men’s Tennis: The team took seventh 
at the UAAs and finished the year with a 
dual-match record of 11–11. Brian Bowman 
’10 played at first doubles for four years 
and first singles for three years, captained 
the squad for two years, and earned the In-
tercollegiate Tennis Association’s Scholar-
Athlete Award for two straight years.

Women’s Tennis: Rochester finished 
the season ranked 20th in the country, af-
ter posting an overall dual-match mark of 
12–6 and earning fourth place at UAAs. The 
Yellowjackets were paced by Lia Weiner 
’11, who earned all-America honors from 
the Intercollegiate Tennis Association, and 
Frances Tseng ’13, who received all–UAA 
accolades and UAA Rookie of the Year 
honors.r

–Ryan Whirty
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